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QUALITY-ASSURED TANK TRANSPORTATION
Dantra Group is a family-owned tank transportation
company founded in 1920 and currently managed by
Kenneth Jensen, representing the fourth consecutive generation. Based on sound values, and with a
constant focus on innovation and development, Dantra Group is a pioneering company within the transport sector for tank transport.
Dantra Group specialises in transportation of liquid
raw materials and semi-finished products to and
from technical, chemical and pharmaceutical companies in Europe. The fleet comprises over 250 units,
making Dantra Group one of Scandinavia’s leading
tank-transportation companies.
With its special quality control system and a unique
master-driver system, Dantra Group focuses on quality control, the environment, safety, documentation,
traceability and product knowledge.

DANTRA’S VALUES
- QUALITY
- PARTNERSHIP
- EMPLOYEES

Ever since 1995, Dantra Group has been certified in
accordance with ISO 9001, and since 2009 in accordance with ISO 14001. It also has SQAS and GMP+
certification, as well as ADR certification for transportation of hazardous goods.
Based in Hjøllund, Dantra Group covers both Scandinavia and much of the rest of Europe and – of course
– all of Denmark. In addition to its head office in Hjøllund, Dantra Group also has local branches in Køge
and Padborg, as well as in Sweden and Lithuania.
At Dantra Group, we focus on maintaining safe driving patterns and stable quality. The high quality is no
coincidence, but the result of our dedicated efforts
– every single day.
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TRANSPORTATION OF TECHNICAL PRODUCTS,
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND FOODSTUFFS

Dantra Group specialises in transportation of technical products, distributing pharmaceutical products
and foodstuffs within Scandinavia and Europe.
At Dantra Group, all drivers receive special training
and instruction in haulage of the various product
types. This ensures a high level of product knowledge and insight, which we consider crucial to
specialisation in this particular area. We take quality
management seriously; our ISO 9001 and ISO 14001
certification guarantees the ultimate in quality and
safety; and we also have SQAS and GMP+ certification.

We are able to operate insulated and non-insulated stainless tankers, technical transportation, ADR
transportation and temperature-controlled transportation. Foodstuffs are always transported using
GMP+ approved tankers with special approval for
transportation of foodstuffs.
Dantra Group also offers transportation of pharmaceutical products in a dedicated set-up. All our
vehicles are equipped with either a compressor or
a pump.
At Dantra Group, all equipment and haulage is registered in the company, and our transportation can be
traced back at least five years. This means we can always say from where and to where we have driven,
and can always document precisely which product
was in the tank during transportation.
After each transport both the tanks and the hoses are
thoroughly cleaned. Each tank is then sealed, and a
cleaning certificate is issued as a guarantee that the
tank is both biologically and chemically clean and
ready for the next transportation. Our tank-cleaning
station in Hjøllund is certified in accordance with ISO
9001 and ISO 14001, as well as SQAS and EFTCO.
The customer group comprises both national and
international producers of pharmaceutical products
and foodstuffs.

“THE HIGH QUALITY IS
NO COINCIDENCE, BUT
THE RESULT OF OUR DEDICATED EFFORTS
– EVERY SINGLE DAY.“
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TRANSPORTATION OF PETROL

Petrol and diesel truck.
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AND DIESEL
Dantra Group specialises in transportation of petrol
and diesel distribution within Scandinavia.
The equipment for this transportation is extremely
specialised, and Dantra Group operates tankers with
pumps, rolled hoses, gauges and all the requisite
technical equipment to guarantee safe delivery of
petrol and diesel straight to filling stations. Safety
and the environment are special focus areas for this
type of transportation.
For weight reasons we use special aluminium tankers for our haulage, so we can operate efficiently,
transporting the maximum possible volumes.
The drivers in this field receive special training and
instruction in driving with such products. At Dantra
Group we have scheduled training, e.g. in energy-efficient driving and firefighting. All drivers also receive
ongoing first-aid training, which is mandatory for all
drivers employed by Dantra Group.
We also have ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification
for this type of transportation, and are furthermore
SQAS certified.
The customer groups are national and international
oil companies, as well as energy companies.

“DANTRA GROUP SPECIALISES IN TRANSPORTATION OF PETROL AND
DIESEL DISTRIBUTION
WITHIN SCANDINAVIA.
THE DRIVERS IN THIS
FIELD RECEIVE SPECIAL
TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION IN DRIVING WITH
SUCH PRODUCTS.”
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TRANSPORTATION OF ADR GOODS
AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
Dantra Group handles and distributes large quantities of dangerous goods (ADR) every day. We constantly focus on personal and environmental safety throughout the transportation cycle, and always
comply with all the rules, guidelines and ADR-treaty
provisions in this field.
Our drivers are specially trained for this particular
type of driving, and all are updated with the latest
knowledge in the field. As well as attending the set
courses in firefighting, energy-efficient driving and
first aid, the drivers are also specially trained in handling chemical products.

The drivers of course wear special protective equipment during loading and unloading. It is the shipper’s
responsibility that the goods be labelled correctly with ADR labels and that all relevant documents be included, and our transport and customerservice department is naturally always ready to
provide advice and guidance.
This type of transportation uses special equipment:
stainless-steel tanks and coated tanks. This means
we can carry special products, e.g. various highly
corrosive acidic and basic products. All our vehicles
are furthermore equipped with either a compressor
or a pump.
The customer group for this type of transportation
includes producers and distributors of technical and
chemical products throughout Europe.

“THIS TYPE OF TRANSPORTATION USES
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT:
STAINLESS-STEEL TANKS
AND COATED TANKS.“
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A driver wearing special chemical protective
equipment.

A coated tanker for transportation of chemicals.
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MASTER-DRIVER SYSTEM
At Dantra Group, we are proud to have developed a
special system for the ongoing training of our drivers
– a system that has also been an inspiration for our
colleagues within the industry. In brief, our innovative and groundbreaking system involves thorough
instructions and ongoing training for our drivers.
Our drivers are the company’s ambassadors, and we
ensure they are well-equipped before going on the
road and meeting customers at the destination. All
drivers employed by Dantra Group already have several years’ experience when they are hired by us, but
everyone must nevertheless undergo a minimum of
three weeks’ special training with us. A driver only
receives approval for solo driving after more test
runs with a master driver. Several times a year all
drivers are coached by our master drivers, who go
over new regulations and requirements with them,
and test runs are also carried out to ensure compliance with all procedures.

”WE ARE PROUD OF OUR
QUALITY-CONTROL
SYSTEM AND OUR
MASTER-DRIVER
SYSTEM, WHICH HAVE
LED TO A SIGNIFICANT
REDUCTION IN THE
LEVEL OF DAMAGE AND
ERRORS.”

We are proud of our quality-control system and our
master-driver system, which have led to a significant
reduction in the level of damage and errors. Our
systems undergo continuous assessment and development. In the event of mistakes we ensure that
procedures are implemented so we can avoid similar
errors or mishaps in future.
The speed limiters in Dantra Group’s trucks are set to
a maximum of 80 km/hr. for Denmark and 85 km/hr.
for the rest of Europe. All trucks are also fitted with
red safety belts. This is a choice we have made in
order to focus on the use of safety belts and demonstrate that we take safety seriously. In addition, we
only purchase trucks that feature a high level of safety and driver comfort. Alcohol interlock devices are
installed in all our vehicles.
Dantra Group’s modern fleet-management system
provides five years’ traceability, which means we can
at all times track our transport operations and monitor them via satellite. We can thus always extract
relevant information on each run from our system.
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Driver and master driver operating an alcohol interlock device.
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JOBS AT DANTRA GROUP
At Dantra Group, we have employees with a wide
range of skills at all levels. We are more than 200
employees, who are either drivers or hold more administrative positions in the office and in our transport and customer service department.
We have positions in sales, finance, administration,
bookkeeping and IT, and we of course also have
every conceivable job function in the fields of freight
forwarding, distribution, warehousing, repair workshops and vehicle wash facilities.
Common to all job functions is a constant focus on
solutions, collaboration, service and quality. We also
place an emphasis on individual employees’ professional and personal development. We focus on training and upgrading of skills, so at Dantra Group you
are guaranteed an exciting and challenging job or
traineeship in a dynamic and informal environment.
We are serious about our responsibility for safeguarding the industry’s future, and have initiatives
for ongoing training and bringing in new manpower.
At Dantra Group, family values are the top priority.
Every year the company chooses to contribute to
support organisations for families affected by illness,
in the hope of helping bring just a little light and hope
in these hard times.

Vi støtter

We work continuously on being a healthy, safe and
inclusive workplace where there is room for diversity.
Our initiatives include health insurance, focusing on
reducing occupational accidents, flexitime and sheltered jobs. Frequently events are planned, offering
the opportunity to socialise with colleagues within
and across departments, and we have the pleasure
of often being able to celebrate staff anniversaries.
We make sure our employees know that their safety and job satisfaction are very important to us, and
that we consider ourselves to be one big family.
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Tank cleaning of a tanker.

EFTCO-APPROVED
TANK-CLEANING STATION
As well as the road transport business, Dantra Group
also has its own tank-cleaning station and vehicle-washing station. Dantra Group’s tank-cleaning
station is among the most up to date in the industry.
Our tank-cleaning station can wash and clean tankers, silo vehicles, tank containers and all accessories. After cleaning, an EFTCO cleaning certificate is
issued. Our station has ISO 9001, ISO 14001, SQAS
and EFTCO certification.

At Dantra Group, we focus on the environment, are
continuously developing our facilities in accordance
with the latest regulations and are in close dialogue
with the environmental authorities. The vehicle-washing station separates, reuses and cleans a large
proportion of the detergents, chemicals and water
used.
Our station for inside cleaning of the tanks is equipped with a heat exchanger, allowing recovery of
large amounts of the energy and heat used in the
cleaning process.
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OWN MODERN WORKSHOP
Dantra Group has two repair workshops, located in
Hjøllund and in Køge, as well as modern driver facilities in Hjøllund, Padborg and Køge. The repair workshops are used for servicing and safeguarding of our
own equipment at regular servicing intervals.
At our repair workshops, we gather expert knowledge about our tankers and continuously optimise our
maintenance and servicing procedures to ensure our
equipment is in optimum condition.
Dantra Group also has its own servicing vehicles,
enabling us to quickly provide assistance and servicing if our own equipment breaks down during transportation.
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Smart Start Alkolås er...
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Vores Total Quality
Assurance eksper�se leveret med præcision,
hur�ghed og passion - hvilket
betyder, at vores kunder er
velforberedte på frem�den.
Intertek DIC A/S, Buen 12, DK-6000 Kolding
+45 7572 6611 - info.ba.dk@intertek.com

 
 

Nem erhvervsleasing
Hos Sydbank Leasing er det enkelt og nemt at lease, og vi tilbyder
kompetent og imødekommende rådgivning gennem hele processen.
Kontakt Jytte Edvardsen på 74 37 45 16 og få mere at vide.

Jytte Edvardsen
Leasingkonsulent
Tlf. 74 37 45 16
jytte@sydbankleasing.dk

”Jeg kører altid min
forretning effektivt”

MICHELIN X® MULTI™ DÆK
n Flere kilometer for at reducere omkostningerne
n Alsidighed og mobilitet: Levering til tiden, uanset tid og sted
n Sikkerhed for dine chauffører, din last og andre
trafikanter under alle klimatiske forhold

Få mere at vide på
lastvogn.michelin.com

"WE ARE ALWAYS IN THE FOREFRONT"
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Dantra A/S
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www.dantra.dk
Dantra AB
Hanögatan 11
211 24 Malmö
Sweden
Tel: +46 4018 5521
www.dantra.se
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UAB DT Transport Baltic
R.Kalantos G. 49
52303 Kaunas
Lithuania
Tel: +45 8798 3333
www.dantra.eu
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